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An event took place in San Francisco, in which Apple disclosed its next generation iPad. The iPad
boasts of an excellent Retina IPS display, and it has the wonderful resolution of 2048 x 1536 pixels.
Moreover, it comprises of a bumped up GPS, which makes the device one of the most liked slates
in the market. On the other hand, this gadget has home button also.

A few days ago some rumors were going in the technology market, according to which the name of
the slate would iPad 3 or iPad HD. But, those rumors proved wrong as the device is simply named
iPad, similarly as the first generation gadget. When the event was started, the announcement of iOS
5.1 was made. It started selling from 7th March, and will go to Japan over the next few days, and
will support of the Japanese language Siri, which was rumored previously also.

Another innovation of Apple â€“ the new Apple TV also got the attention in the event. This device is
1080p-capable, and runs iPS with a new UI with big billboard images for movies. It will be available
next week in the market, and the pre-order selling has already been started. Coming back to Apple
iPad which was the major attraction that night, it has better colour saturation that the previous iPad
as stated by Apple. Apple has launched a lot of iPad and iPhone handsets till date which have
gained a huge popularity among the masses.

Tim Cook, the chief executive of Apple said that Apple has its feet in the post PC future. He added
that around 172 million devices have been sold by Apple, which includes iPhone, iPad and iPod that
generated 76% of companyâ€™s revenue in the fourth quarter of the year 2011. He further said â€œIt plays
to our strengths; itâ€™s what we love to do.â€• It is being hoped now that the new Apple iPad and Apple TV
will create new record in the technology market in the coming time. Apple is known for the fact that it
launches just a limited number of gadgets, but all of them comprise of brilliant functionality. In other
words, we can say that this brand believes in quality rather than quantity. Letâ€™s see how much
success these new gadgets â€“ Apple iPad and Apple TV gain.

For more information please visit our website â€“ iPhone 4s deals @ www.iphone4scontractdeals.co.uk
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